Was the student post-tested with a standardized assessment for Exit Level status?

No       Yes

Enter progress scale scores of assessments used

Did the progress test indicate that the student completed a level?

No                 Yes

Did the student attend class between April 01 and June 30?   Does a progress test indicate that the student scored in a higher level?

Yes         No             No              Yes

The student will be marked as Progressing at same level         The student will be marked as Exited before completing level             The student will be marked as Completed a level and left                The student will be marked as Completed a level and advanced to higher level

Enter the student’s attendance
(if entering a single attendance record for the student’s last month, the date should be the last date of attendance and the total inclusive of all hours for that month)

Enter the Exit Date

Yes ↔ Did the student meet a goal? ↔ No

Check the goals met in “Exit Goal Achieved”

Mark the reason(s) for exit in “Leave”